Replacement of optical data by PALSAR imagery for change detection assessment

Project objectives

Tropical deforestation is thought to contribute approximately to 10-20% of the world's greenhouse gas emissions, mainly through CO2 emissions. However, uncertainties in this land use change flux of the global carbon budget are high. To address these uncertainties, the European Commission’s TREES project is carrying out a global forest change inventory for the 1990-2000-2005 periods. This inventory is carried out using a sample of remotely sensed images acquired at the baseline dates. This project assess the feasibility of assessing forest cover change at a given test site using a combination of optical and RADAR data. For a 10 km by 10 km test site in French Guiana, forest change assessment is carried out for the 1990-2005 period using Landsat TM (1987) and SPOT HRV (2006). The assessment is then repeated replacing the SPOT data by ALOS PALSAR (2007). The objective is to test by how much forest change estimates derived from the two approaches vary. The reasons for such differences are explained and their implication for the potential integration of PALSAR data in operational forest monitoring.

Results

The estimates for deforestation in the test site between 1987 and 2007 as obtained from optical data (Landsat and SPOT) is similar to that by optical and radar (Landsat and PALSAR) data. Landsat and SPOT gave 550.81 ha, while PALSAR gave 645.82 ha. It must be noted however that 22% of this value was not spatially concurrent.

- Spectral profiles and separability measures show that the ALOS PALSAR data can be used to separate forest from grasslands / bare soil / urban and water. However, forests and shrubs are difficult to separate.

Preliminary Conclusions for using PALSAR in an operational way as a substitute for Optical data:

- Greater effort is required in the preparation of processed data (geocoded, geometrically corrected, noise reduced)
- Standard classification techniques need to be agreed on
- For deforestation estimates, single date PALSAR images will only provide information on recently cleared areas – i.e. if bare soil is evident, areas where pioneer regrowth or substantial cultivation has grown will be missed.

Deforestation (logging) will be difficult to monitor with the PALSAR data.
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